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Our Vision
“To create a meaningful
community through our
interactive story which
engages holders with
unique utility and benefits
both in the physical and
virtual World”

Genesis Collection
4,000 Lost Apes randomly generated from a pool of over 125 hand drawn
traits
Each trait acts as an attribute that will help build the lost apes story and
create interactive
opportunities to encourage collecting as many apes and traits as possible
That will encourage an active community of apes to stick around for the
long run.
10% of the proceeds from the lost apes mint will go to Young minds, a charity
which tackles mental health issues amongst young people.

The Story SO
Far...
Many months ago, a group of three thousand Apes recruited by their kingdom set upon a
journey to find answers to questions that have puzzled their species since their inception,
hundreds of years ago.
They were put out to sea with enough supplies to last them one month but as their journey
progressed past the second week, things started to fall apart. The unpredictable weather
conditions were worsening, with strong currents, high winds and huge waves battering the
ship for 5 days straight, the gas was being consumed at a far higher rate than they had predicted.
The apes were running out of Gas and time. It was looking highly unlikely that they would
reach Ethereum Island in time. The ship was wrecked, the crew were hungry and exhausted so
it was unanimously decided to find the nearest island, stop off and regroup and refuel. They
had found this mysterious island but it was surrounded by large rocks, this mixed with the
lack of sleep from the Captain meant that docking the ship would be near impossible. A crash
landing was inevitable.
All three thousand apes banded together to help bring what was left of the cargo onto the
Island and two camps were setup, one on the North and one on the South of the island. The
island seemed to be pretty deserted, it had a large Volcano in the middle and on the South
of the island the trees seemed to be growing the most lush looking fruits the apes had ever
seen.

The Story SO Far...
Due to the island being swelteringly hot and the sun unforgivingly beating down on the apes, they
dubbed the Island- Solana Island. After the first nights sleep both camps were woken up early by the
sun but there was a bigger problem at hand. The South camp seemed to be sick with purple looking
boils on their skin and their eyes had gone all funny… they seemed to be INFECTED!?
To avoid the spreading of whatever it was that was plaguing the South camp, they decided to separate themselves for good and establish two separate leaders to command 1500 apes each. Answers
were needed, and they were needed quickly or they’d all face dying together on Solana Island.
Join us on this journey to help rescue The Lost Apes from Solana Island and bring back the answers
to the questions their kingdom has sent them away to discover. The island may seem innocent at
first but there are many twists and turns in this multi dimensional story that takes the whole community on a wild ride to help seek the truth.

Quests
As the journey for a cure
unfolds, the apes must set
upon various quests to
find the answers. Some are
hidden in plain sight but
some will require the apes
to band together to find a
solution. Upon the
completion of quests, the
apes are rewarded
handsomely for their
efforts.

The Lost Apes DAO’s
The Lost Apes DAO will be a unique offering which sees the community split into two crews which act as
individual DAOs with their own governance as voted by holders of apes of that crew.
- The Lost Apes discord will have seperate channels for each DAO with holder verification to determine which crew a holder
is in. If a holder has multiple apes then they may chose which DAO they would like to represent and be given the
corresponding role.
- DAOs will be funded by 50% of the royalties raised from aftermarket sales of apes which belong to that DAOs crew and will
benefit from occasional extras from The Lost Apes treasury.
- Through-out the evolution of The Lost Apes story, crews will have the opportunity to earn $TLA which acts as currency in
which DAOs may make purchases from the Lost Ape Store. The store will be updated on a monthly
basis with new items which will comprise of internal items, related to the project itself and external items such as whitelist
allocations for future projects, free mints for future collaborators, and other fun prizes for the community.

$TLA will be earned by crews based on how many Apes of that specific crew are delisted from a random snapshot taken
weekly. Almost like a staking as a team! crews will also be able to earn $TLA by taking part in events that will occur
-

through-out the chapter, without spoiling too much some of the events that may take place are games hosted in our
Portals room.

- At the end of the chapter there will be a big finale event called “The Lost Ape Games” which will be an olympic style event that
wil crown one DAO as the winners of the chapter and it will o reward their holders before the start of the next chapter.

Metaverse Integration
Sometimes a 2D drawing can’t do a project with as awesome art as
ours justice, so we will be fully integrating The Lost Apes into the
metaverse to provide interactive experiences
exclusively for our holders. Our community’s discussions and
experiences will transcend a discord chat so buckle up and
prepare for something that no other NFT project has done.

Future developments
It’s been a long and hard journey of seeking answers so the apes
have gone into a deep slumber. It’s during their slumber that an
unidentified flying object crashes into the island and the island
changes for good. The trees have started growing what looks
like coins. There is a rumour that The Lost Apes come across a
vending machine that was planted there by an unknown species
on the Island….a radioactive vending machine that only accepts
$TLA as payment.
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